We demonstrate a simple method that can be used to detect minor isotope lines in a saturated absorption spectrum by the absorption filtering of major isotope lines. We investigate this method for use in the spectroscopy of the 1 S 0 -1 P 1 transition in Yb at 399 nm by controlling the density of Yb atoms by varying the discharge current of a hollow cathode lamp. The performance of an extended-cavity laser diode using a high-power ultraviolet diode chip is also analyzed.
Saturated absorption (SA) is one of the techniques used in high-resolution spectroscopy and is applied to the detection of the transitions in atoms and molecules used to obtain reference frequencies. Even after employing SA, isotope shifts and hyperfine structures are sometimes incompletely resolved, and these unresolved lines contain signals of target isotopes required for subsequent investigations.
In this note, we describe a simple method that can be used in SA spectroscopy for the selective detection of minor isotope atoms. We assume that the intensity of a pump beam is greater than the saturation intensity at the entrance of the sample of atoms. As we increase the density of the atoms, a significant decrease in pump beam intensity caused by linear absorption is observed, and finally, the pump beam intensity decreases below the saturation intensity before the pump beam reaches the end of the sample. Under this condition, the probe beam, which enters the sample from the opposite side, is absorbed until it reaches the saturated part of the sample, i.e., we detect the SA signal using a probe beam with a lower intensity. On the other hand, the number of atoms that contribute to the SA signal does not increase as we further increase the density of atoms.
The number of atoms that contribute to the SA signal increases at the entrance of the sample. However, the depth at which the pump beam intensity decreases below the saturation intensity is inversely proportional to the density of atoms. Therefore, when the depth at which the SA signal is generated is smaller than the sample length, the SA signal grows smaller as we further increase the density of atoms because the number of atoms that contribute to the SA signal, which is detected using the weakened probe beam by linear absorption, remains approximately constant.
As we increase the density of atoms, the above phenomenon is first observed in isotopes that are 2/9 highly abundant and then in isotopes that are less abundant. Therefore, we can selectively detect the SA signal of minor isotopes by adjusting appropriately the density of atoms. We demonstrate this in a commercially available hollow cathode lamp (HCL) by using 1 S 0 -1 P 1 at 399 nm in Yb atoms. The HCL is conveniently used to obtain the reference frequencies , 1) and the density of atoms is controlled by varying the discharge current of the HCL. This transition is used for the laser cooling of Yb 2) and the loading of Yb + in an ion trap through photoionization . 3) The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 . We construct an extended-cavity laser diode (ECLD) with a high-power ultraviolet diode chip having a maximum output power of 100 mW (Nichia, 8C18KS). A diffraction grating with 2400 grooves/mm and a blaze wavelength of 250 nm is placed in a Littrow configuration. The first-order diffracted beam whose power is 25% of the incident power is fed back to the chip, and the zeroth-order reflection whose power is 64% of the incident power is produced as the output. The maximum power with which we achieve a single-frequency oscillation increases as the cavity length of the ECLD is reduced, as shown in Fig. 2 . At the smallest cavity length of 14 mm, we obtain a tuning range with a single-frequency oscillation of 2 nm and with a linewidth below 2 and 20 MHz for observation times of 1 and 10 ms, respectively.
The linewidth is measured using the beat signals at the second-harmonic frequency of a titanium sapphire laser. The SA spectra are shown in Fig. 3 as a function of the discharge current of the HCL. The lines of the isotopes and the hyperfine components are assigned by using the frequency intervals reported in the literature. 4) The natural abundance values of the Yb isotopes 176, 174, 173, 172, 171, 170, and 168 are 13, 32, 16, 22, 14, 3, and 0.1%, respectively. As the discharge current is increased, we first observe that all the lines grow larger in proportion to the increase in the density of Yb atoms. Above a discharge current of 2 mA, the signals of the major isotopes 172 and 174 grow smaller, whereas the signal of the minor isotope 171 becomes more distinct, as discussed above. Because the lines of the two major isotopes are located around the center of the entire absorption structure, the lines at the edge of the structure for the isotopes 176, 171, 170, and 168 remain even at a high discharge current of more than 5 mA. At a high current of more than 5 mA, the probe beam is absorbed by the lines of the isotopes 176, 171, and 170, and finally, we observe only the signal of the isotope 168, which is the rarest isotope. We can set the optimum discharge current for each isotope to detect the SA signal with the highest resolution. For example, for the isotope 171, which is used as an optical frequency standard , 5, 6) the discharge current of 2.0 -2.8 mA gives us the highest resolution. This method is used in the case of other atoms to selectively detect the lines of their minor isotopes.
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